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Abstract
Optical microscopy is an advanced method in modern healthcare. While advances in
optical microscopy allow doctors to visualize biomedical applications in unprecedented
detail, the analysis of these images remains subjective, important to inter- and intraobserver discrepancy. In spite of this, conventional microscopy images capture only
qualitative information which makes it difficult to automate the process, decreasing the
throughput achievable in the diagnostic workflow. Nowadays, Quantitative Phase Imaging
(QPI) modalities have been advanced to overcome these two challenges. By quantifying
physical parameters of biomedical applications, these techniques remove subjectivity from
the disease diagnosis process and allow for easier automation to increase throughput. We
focus on the areas of biomedical applications, where most significant advances have been
made to date.
1. INTRODUCTION
Optical microscopy is one of the standard tool for non-destructive testing of biological and
industrial objects [1]. For the visualization of internal microstructure mainly in biomedical
applications a high spatial resolution optical microscope with contrast agent is required [2]–
[4]. In optical microscopy, contrast may be either exogenous (extrinsic) or endogenous
(intrinsic). The well-known modality utilizing exogenous contrast to provide targeted
morphological information is fluorescence microscopy, in which a specimen is labelled with
a fluorescent molecule [5], [6]. Although, fluorescence microscopy is continuously applied
across a broad range of studies, as there are number of applications in biology for which
methods employing endogenous contrast are required. This is because label-free methods are
not subject to photo-bleaching or photo-toxicity and therefore permit the observation of living
cells in their natural environment over indefinite time periods with nearly or no sample
preparation is required [7]. The main challenge associated with endogenous contrast is that
cells should be transparent phase objects and produce very little contrast under normal
illumination conditions. This problem has been solved optically using methods such as phase
contrast (PC) [8], differential interference contrast (DIC) [9], confocal microscopic imaging,
digital holographic microscopic imaging and Hoffmann modulation contrast (HMC)
microscopy [10]. But all above mentioned techniques suffers some limitations either depth of
penetration or with poor spatial and axial resolution. Abbe gave an idea for the phase
imaging, produced by interference pattern between the scattered and the unscattered light
beams, used in the above methods [8]. This information acknowledged by Zernike to develop
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phase contrast microscopy [11]. Phase contrast microscopy has a potential to improve the
contrast of an image by putting a quarter-wavelength delay between the reference beam and
the sample beam. Phase contrast has encouraged many biological imaging studies and
received Zernike in 1953 Nobel Prize in Physics [8]. While widely adopted by microscopists
world-wide for label-free imaging, phase contrast images can only provide qualitative
information. Nowadays, it has become clear that the quantitatively measuring the properties
of cellular activities with high resolution, in three dimensions, across a wide range of spatial
and temporal scales, and in a minimally invasive manner are required [12]–[14]. Multi-scale
facilities are important, since the developing cellular behaviour is the outcome of taking
whole information from inter-cellular interactions, intra-cellular molecular reactions and
myriad environmental stimuli. The output response to these factors also has different
implications at a wide range of scales. The observations of the changes at the cellular level in
the growth rate, morphology, in the cell cycle, or motility or in various inter-cellular
processes. Further, changes may be taken at the level of the cellular culture or population in
the overall proliferation rate, spatial architecture, etc. However, to understand the behaviour
of the cellular studies, there is a requirement of those measuring techniques which can
enumerate all the parameters simultaneously, across the relevant spatial and temporal scales.
All the above-mentioned methods are very useful but all suffers from one important
drawback, that measured intensity has nonlinear, and thus non-invertible, relationship with
the phase of the specimen. The field of quantitative phase imaging (QPI) was born out of
attempts to quantitate the contrast generating mechanism in phase contrast microscopy.
Without this information, extracting morphologically relevant parameters like size, refractive
index (RI) and dry mass density, etc. are not much effective. With the help of QPI, we can
extract the phase variations and RI of the specimen. Figure 1 illustrates the information which
is typically available from QPI experiments [15].

Figure 1 Representation of QPI data
2. QUANTITATIVE PHASE IMAGING
QPI provides much more rigorous analysis of the image as compare to the intensity
image obtained by conventional microscopic technique. The phase map contains various
information, such as cell thickness and RI which allow quantization of cellular morphology
under experimental conditions [16], [17]. Nowadays, QPI play an important role in the
biological studies [18], [19]. For example, QPI has recently measured cell cycle-dependent
growth patterns by exploiting the fact that phase images are proportional to morphological
changes like dry mass density, RI etc. [20] and brought insight to the age-old question of how
single cells regulate their growth. QPI has also enabled the monitoring of
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cytoskeletal/organelle interactions on short time-scales due to its ability to image cytoskeletal
structures in parallel [21], whereas, fluorescence microscopy requires multiple fluorescent
labels to get the same image information. Likely, QPI has been used to quantify intracellular
mass transport [22], monitor the effects of Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) on red blood cell
(RBC) and membrane dynamics [23]. In addition to biology, QPI is making waves in the
realm of clinical diagnostics [12], [24], [25], where it has recently manifested itself as a
powerful tool for low-cost, high throughput, and high-sensitivity RBC screening [26].
Another developing area for QPI is cancer diagnosis, where it has been used to differentiate
cancerous cells in isolation [27], identify tissue self-affinity as a potential biomarker for
precancer [28], detect calcium oxalate as a breast cancer screening tool, and correlate
cancerous regions in prostate biopsies with high variance in the phase image [29].
Recently, various QPI methods have been developed to obtain the quantitative images
of different biological objects such as optical coherence microscopy (OCM) [3], [30], [31],
tomographic phase microscopy (TPM) [32], phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) [33], Fourier
phase microscopy (FPM) [18], digital holographic microscopy (DHM) [16], diffraction phase
microscopy (DPM) [34], spectroscopic diffraction phase microscopy [35] and Hilbert phase
microscopy (HPM) [36]. All these methods are very much successful and each technique has
its own advantages and disadvantages. QPI interferometry technique is the high-resolution
quick imaging and simultaneous production of interference between the sample and reference
objects.

.
Figure 2 Optical spectrum profiles of various light sources vary with the bandwidth
variation.
To optimize the image quality, the choice of light source is very critical. It is desirable
to use broad band light source whose coherence length is very small to achieve better axial
resolution [37]. Therefore, the unwanted fringes due to multiple reflections from the different
surfaces can be avoided and accurate slice selection in the sample is possible. A qualitative
comparison between the optical spectrum of a broadband source and that of a laser is shown
in figure 2 [38]. The spectrum of super luminescent diode (SLD) is not always broader than
light emitting diodes (LED), such as in the case of white LED. But as compare to single color
LED the SLD spectrum is relatively broader bandwidth.
3. QUANTITATIVE PHASE IMAGING METHODS
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QPI methods image the optical path length of a phase object integrated along the optical or zaxis. In the literature, there are numerous ways to do this [9]. QPI can be broadly classified
into two categories: PSI and slightly off-axis interferometry (OAI). To understand the
comparison between the QPI methods, we theoretically explain the spatial frequency domains
of the methods in figure 3, slightly off-axis and PSI interferometry [39], [40].

Figure 3 Graphically differentiate the spatial frequency spectrum of (a) Slightly OAI, and (b)
PSI; CCT (Cross Correlation Term), ACT (Auto Correlation Term).
In both cases the two auto-correlation terms (ACTs), situated around the origin of the
spatial spectrum, this consists of the reference arm and sample arm. Since the reference arm
is taken to be a constant axis over the camera illumination area, the total width of the ACTs
for an interferometric image is only determined by the width of the sample arm ACT given
by four times the highest spatial frequency ω0 of the object recorded by the camera. In
comparison, the width of each cross-correlation term (CCT) is only
.
In slightly-OAI as seen in figure 3(a), the CCTs should not be overlapped, but the
overlapping of the ACTs with each CCT’s is acceptable. Therefore, the highest spatial
frequency needed per exposure is only
. However, in the case of phase shifting
interferometry as shown in figure 3(b),
2ω0all ACTs and CCTs are centered at the origin.
Therefore, the required highest spatial frequency per exposure is only ω0. So, therefore, in
this case, four or five interferogram patterns (depending on the technique chosen) should be
attained to completely remove the both ACTs and one of the CCTs.
i.

Phase-Shifting Interferometry
In PSI, a coherent laser beam is incident on an imaging system/interferometer. The beam is
split into sample and reference arms, which are then recombined collinearly at the image
plane [41]. By modulating the phase of the reference arm, the resulting interferograms are
also modulated where the bias of each pixel is determined by the phase of the sample.
Conventionally, four interferograms are measured as the reference phase is modulated in
equal increments around the unit circle such that the phase image is easily obtained using
trigonometric relationships [14]. A block diagram representation is given in figure 4 which
includes spatial filter (SF), beam splitter (BS), objective lens (OBJ) and CCD [42].
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Figure 4 Schematic representation of PSI.
Because the interfering beams are collinear, PSI preserves the spatial resolution
inherent in the sample arm’s imaging optics, which may be diffraction-limited [9]. Phase
sensitivity is determined by the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) which is easily maximized by
controlling the relative powers of each beam. Furthermore, the method is computationally
simple and requires no assumptions about the scattering properties of the sample.
Disadvantages in PSI stem from the fact that multiple interferograms are required per phase
image thereby limiting acquisition speed. Also, phase and speckle noise tend to reduce
temporal and spatial phase stability in systems utilizing non-common-path geometries and
monochromatic light. In the recent years, researchers have mitigated some of these issues by
sacrificing alignment tolerance for speed [43] and adapting PSI to common-path geometries
[44] and white light illumination [34].
ii.
Slightly Off-Axis Interferometry
To extract the phase information of the dynamic biological samples, since it requires only
single interferogram slightly off-axis interferometry performs better as compared to PSI
interferometry. Slightly-OAI is similar to PSI, except that spatial, rather than temporal,
modulation is used in which the reference beam propagates at a known off-axis angle. The
resulting interferograms are spatially modulated with a periodicity determined by this angle.
The transmission function of the sample can be reconstructed in many ways; for example
Fourier domain demodulation [4] or Hilbert transform methods [45] may be used. A block
diagram representation is given in figure 5.
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Figure 5 Schematic representation of slightly- OAI.
Because phase recovery is based on a single interferogram, temporal resolution is
maximized and only limited by camera readout speed. Like PSI, slightly-OAI benefits from
controllable fringe visibility and doesn’t require scattering assumptions. Unlike PSI, however,
spatial resolution in slightly-OAI is often limited by the off-axis angle and not the imaging
optics. Slightly-OAI also suffers from reduced sensitivity associated with phase and speckle
noise and reconstruction methods are often complicated by the need to unravel a highly
wrapped phase function in the presence of noise [46]. As with PSI, slightly-OAI researchers
have increased phase stability by adopting common-path geometries [47] and using white light
[34].

iii. Quantitative Phase Imaging Method Comparison
The overall characteristics of selected QPI methods reported in the literature are summarized
in Table 1. The configurations cited in Table 1 are not exhaustive and are meant to be
representative of progress within each category.
Table 1 Characteristic summaries for representative QPI methods
QPI
Method

PSI

Slightly
OAI

Published
Configuration

Singleshot

High
resolution

Sensitivity

Common
Path

Broadband
Light
Source

No object
Scattering
Assumptions

Computa
-tionally
simple

PS-DHM [16]

✗

✓

✓

✗

✗

✓

✓

FPM [18]

✗

✓

✓

✓

✗

✓

✓

SLIM [48]
Slightly-OA-DHM
[47]

✗

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✗

✓

✗

✗

✓

✗

DPM [49]

✓

✗

✓

✓

✗

✓

✗

wDPM [34]

✓

✗

✓

✓

✓

✓

✗

where, ✓’s indicates presence of a desired attributes, ✗’s indicates absence of a desired
attributes.
The table compares QPI methods using the following metrics: single-shot (enables high
acquisition speed), high spatial resolution, sensitive (high SNR), common-path (eliminates
phase noise), broadband light source (reduces speckle noise), no object scattering assumptions
(strongly scattering 2D phase objects with sharp edges can be imaged without artifacts), and
computationally simple (enables real-time processing). From the above table it's sufficient to
motivate the present research work that we have to develop a single-shot, high resolution,
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common-path broadband slightly off-axis quantitative phase microscope system to achieve
higher stability and fast acquisition for biological applications.
4. OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive medical imaging technique which is
being reliable for high resolution (micrometer-scale) tomographic imaging of biological
applications as well as it measures the amplitude of the backscattered light by the sample
being imaged [50], [51]. OCT was initially given by Huang et.al [1] in time-domain mode of
operation. The OCT can be envisioned as an optical analogy to ultrasound imaging where the
technique visualizes echoes from discrepancies in a sample. In OCT, light is being used as a
source for the detection of optical echoes rather than sound. OCT has many advantages like
low temporal coherence property of light source for high sensitivity and high resolution
optical sectioning [1], [52], [53]. Light reflected or backscattered from the object propagates
with different delay times, from the different layers of the object [50]. By translating the
reference mirror one can obtain a longitudinal profile of reflectivity versus depth. OCT
measures the eco-time delay of back scattered or back reflected light from different layers of
the object to determine the dimension of object. The key parameters in OCT systems are
sensitivity, resolution and acquisition speed. Axial resolution depends upon bandwidth of the
light source whereas lateral resolution depends upon the numerical aperture (NA) of the
imaging optics [52].

Figure 6 (a) Schematic diagram of optical coherence tomography.
The schematic diagram of a traditional OCT system is illustrated in the figure 6 (a). A
fiber-coupler based Michelson interferometer is illuminated by a broad band or low
coherence light source. Light is directed to 2 × 2 fiber coupler and it is supposed to be equal
power is dispersed on both sample and reference arms, however, there are so many OCT
systems which take the advantage of unbalance power splitting and have been described both
experimentally and theoretically [54]. The output light at the reference fiber is incident on the
reference mirror while the light at the output of the sample arm is incident onto the sample.

Figure 6 (b) A-scan and B-scan OCT images.
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Light reflected or backscattered from the object propagates with different delay times,
from the different layers of the object [19], [50] and the combined light is made to interfere
on the surface of a photo-receiver or detector. By translating the reference mirror one can
obtain a longitudinal profile of reflectivity versus depth, i.e. A-scan as shown in figure 6(b).
On the basis of the point by point scanning mechanism the focused beam position into the
sample, multiple A-scans are obtained and interfaced in the desktop into a 2D cross-sectional
image of the sample in the region of the focal spot, defined as B-scan shown in figure 6(b)
[1].
i. Theoretical Aspects of Extraction of Signal using OCT
From the figure 7, if a wavelength-independent bifurcation ratio for the beam splitter is taken,
then the electric fields for low coherent light source reflected into sample and reference
beams of the interferometer can be expressed as [38]:
ES  ER  b k e j t kz 
(1)

 

where, E R is the electric field at the reference beam,

E S is the electric field at the sample beam,

bk  is the electric field amplitude spectrum,
k is the wave-number,
and z is the distance from the different layers of the sample.
Therefore, the attenuated electric field of the reference beam is as follows:
 j t 2 kz R 

ER  rRbk e

(2)

where, rR is the reference beam.

Figure 7 Schematic diagram of conventional OCT
The light incident on any given specimen will undergo back reflected from the multiple
layers due to the presence of scattering particles and refractive index variations within the
specimen. The back reflected photons reoccurring from the sample beam can be expressed
by:
ES  b k e j t 2kzS   rS ( z )
(3)

 

where, rS (z ) is the depth-dependent amplitude reflectivity function of any given specimen.
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Therefore, the sample and reference beams are recombined at the beam splitter and are given
as,

Edet 

1
2

E S  E R 

(4)

The incident light in terms of electric field is converted to photo current with the help
of optical detectors, which are based on square law intensity detection devices. So, the
originated photo current is directly related to the product of the average time of the incident
electric field and its complex conjugate which is as follows:






(5)
I det k   E S  E R  E S  E R  I R  E S E S  2 Re E R E R
2





2











where,  is the detector responsivity in Ampere/Watt. The right-hand side of the first two
term of the equation correspond to the DC component of the current and interference
generated within the given specimen. The final term of the equation 5 represents the
interference pattern generated between the reference and sample beams which further
utilized to compute the structural information or axial depth profile in OCT. When the signal
was simplified, the AC component of the photocurrent can be expressed as:

I ac k , z    Bk  RR RS z cos2kz 

(6)

In order to obtain the axial structural profile information, the depth-dependent
reflectivity function RS z  of any desired specimen is extracted using various OCT signal
processing techniques. In a point by point scanning system, the light propagates from the
interferometer and is directly send to a detector is illustrate in figure 7. After taking the
resampling and subtraction of the DC background, the axial depth profile of the structural
information is produced by performing the inverse Fourier transform process. Different
types of OCT are used to study the biological and industrial objects non-invasively [55]–
[58].
ii.

iii.

Categories of Optical Coherence Tomography
OCT can be broadly divided into two main categories: time domain OCT (TD-OCT) and
Fourier or frequency domain OCT (FD-OCT). In TD-OCT, the autocorrelation gives
information about source spectral distribution. In contrast, in FD-OCT, the autocorrelation
is calculated by the Fourier transform of the power spectral signal that is measured directly.
Time-Domain Optical Coherence Tomography (TD-OCT)
In time-domain OCT, the wavenumber - dependent photo detector current is recorded with
the help of a single or multiple detectors where the reference beam is used to match the
optical path length from the different depth reflections within the sample [52], [59]. To
acquire the depth profile in TD-OCT reference mirror is moved in axial direction or in the
direction of wave propagation to map out the sample reflectivity as a function of axial depth.
Figure 8 shows the schematic diagram of TD-OCT system based on Michelson
interferometer. The system uses a broad band light source. The light coming out from the
source has been divided into two parts with the help of 2x2 fiber, one part is going towards
the reference mirror and other part towards sample arm. The light reflected from the sample
and the light reflected from the reference arm again recombines at fiber coupler. When the
path difference between the reference arm and object arm is within the coherence length of
light source interference occurs and recorded by the detector. Due to mechanical movement
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of the reference mirror to obtain the sample depth profile it gives rise to motion artifacts and
limited repeatability [52].

Figure 8 Schematic diagram of TD-OCT.
iv.

Fourier Domain Optical Coherence Tomography (FD-OCT)
In FD-OCT, signal detection relies on the transformation of the OCT time-varying signal
along the optical axis, termed the A-scan, into the frequency domain. Thus FD-OCT has an
advantage that full sample depth information can be extracted without scanning the reference
mirror. FD-OCT was first introduced by A. F. Fercher, et al. in 1995 [60]. In 2003, R.
Leitgeb et al. [61] and M. A. Choma et al. [53] showed that FD-OCT techniques provide
sensitivities two to three orders of magnitude greater than TD-OCT. This sensitivity
advantage would enable imaging hundreds of times faster than TD-OCT without sacrificing
image quality. This dramatic improvement in imaging speeds in frequency domain detection
made acquisition of 3D data sets feasible [61]. To analyze the spectrum of the interference
signal in FD-OCT, in which the depth of the layer represents the frequency component and
the reflectivity of that layer represents the amplitude [62]. Still, FD-OCT has also certain
limitations. In FD-OCT, the optical frequency components yielded by the interferometer
consists of two symmetrical components, they are complex conjugate to each other and called
mirroring effect. The basic principle behind FD-OCT is Wolf’s solution to the inverse
scattering problem for determining the structure of weakly scattering objects.

Figure 9 Schematic diagram of SD-OCT system [4].
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Figure 10 Schematic diagram of SS-OCT system [64].
According to the Winner-Khintchine theorem, the spectral power amplitude of backreflected
beam equals to the Fourier transform of the axial distribution of the object scattering
potential [63]. Based on its implementation, the FD-OCT can be split into further two types:
Spectral Domain OCT (SD-OCT) and Swept-Source OCT (SS-OCT). SD-OCT consists of a
broadband light source and a spectrometer used in the detector arm to acquire the interference
signal from the deep layers of the sample as seen in figure 9 [4]. The interference signal is
dispersed by the diffraction grating and the corresponding to each individual wavelength
components are detected by a CCD array. However, SS-OCT using a high speed tunable,
narrow line width laser source and without dispersion components as seen in figure 10 [61].
In SS-OCT system, the given sample is probed with a narrow band instead of sampling the
received spectrum over a finite wavelength.
v. Full-Field Optical Coherence Tomography (FF-OCT)
FF-OCT system is a technology extension of point-by-point scanning OCT system. In
conventional OCT system we need three mechanical scan (one depth and two lateral scans)
which will produce motion artifacts, non-repeatability and time-consuming [52]. FF-OCT
system draws a lot of attention since it produces enface images and potentially faster
operations. The basic principle behind the FF-OCT is low coherence interferometry. It uses
low temporal and spatial coherence light source. In FF-OCT system a point detector is
replaced by a 2D array of detector. The major parameters to perform full field OCT (FFOCT) is the detector array used to detect the interference fringe pattern which classifying the
OCT signal. In FF-OCT, the process of coherence detection is carried out in parallel at all
the pixels. The transverse resolution of FF-OCT is similar to conventional microscopy
whereas the axial resolution is determined by the spectral properties of the illumination
source. Thus FF-OCT is an alternative approach to increase the imaging speed and acquire
the larger area or full-field by an array of detector, such as, charged couple device (CCD) or
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera [31], [65]. Recently, the use of
FF-OCT has been increased as a non-scanning, high resolution en-face imaging methods in
several biological applications [66]–[69]. A schematic diagram of the FF-OCT based on
Linnik interference microscope configuration which consists of beam splitter (BS),
microscope objective (MO), neutral density filter (NDF), window glass (WG), angled mirror
(AM), piezo-electric transducer (PZT), reference mirror (RM), collimating lens (coll lens)
and 2D-CCD are shown in figure 11. Parallel acquisition allows simplification of the
framework just as a higher acquisition speed as compare to point by point scanning OCT
[39], [70].

Figure 11 Schematic diagram of the FF-OCT system [71].
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. Moreover, FF-OCT offers the likelihood to utilize thermal light sources regardless of
their low brightness by exploiting the much slower axial scan than in point scanning OCT
[3], [72]. However, the brightness of thermal light sources remains insufficient requiring a
trade-off between sensitivity and acquisition speed [73]. In FF-OCT, owing to a natural
broad spectrum, a thermal light source offers a micrometer resolution along with the more
benefits of low cost and simplicity. OCT, image acquisition depends on a detector array. In
parallel TD-OCT techniques, the transverse en-face images can be obtained by utilizing fullfield illumination and 2D area scan detector, referred as FF-OCT [30], [70]. Various FFOCT frameworks have been employed utilizing 2D smart pixel silicon detector arrays [70]
and CCD cameras [65], but in these frameworks for obtaining the depth structure of a
sample the axial mechanical scanning of the reference arm must be performed.
5. APPLICATIONS OF OCT
OCT have been widely investigated in clinical diagnosis to detect the different types of
diseases [74]–[78]. OCT is a young imaging modality that is still under process to find the
better role play in the current medical applications [79]–[81]. During the past decades, OCT
has become a suitable tool for developing high resolution, cross-sectional images in the
biomedical field [52], [55], [82], [83]. The high spatial resolution allows precise
investigations of both interior imaging and surface topography of any specimen. However,
with the conventional methods used fiber coupler for sending and collecting the light, OCT
can easily introduce into catheters and endoscopes and have been developed for intraluminal
imaging [50], [84]. Further, OCT is also an important analytical tool for other biomedical
applications like in developmental biology, cardiology, laryngology, gastroenterology,
pulmonary medicine, dermatology, dentistry, etc. [14], [55], [85], [86]. Their histological
data are evaluated by OCT, functioning as the optical biopsy to make a fast diagnosis at
endoscopy. Previously, this was only feasible by using histological or cytological analysis,
which is having a big problem to remove the tissue sample and processing for microscopic
examination [87]–[89]. Various techniques have been successfully used for disease diagnosis
and wide aspects of biomedical area [90-101]. Usually, it’s a time-consuming process for the
image examines manually which is very common in clinical applications. In addition, there is
dependably a subjective factor related to the pathological examination of an image that builds
the potential hazard for a specialist to make a false decision. In this manner, an automated
framework will give important assistance to doctors. With the help of image analysis and
machine learning algorithms, this research work plan to design reliable diagnostic models for
analysing the medical image data to reduce the difficulties faced by medical specialists in
image assessment.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the various optical microscopic modalities were discussed in this paper which
are having major contribution in biomedical applications. In addition to providing
quantitative information, QPI techniques are also label-free and user friendly into the current
diagnostics. In this paper, we review the advance methods made in biomedical applications
by QPI techniques.
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